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Abstract. The extension of mathematical morphology to multivalued images is
an important issue. This is particularly true in the context of connected operators
based on morphological hierarchies, which aim to provide efficient image filtering
and segmentation tools in various application fields, e.g.(bio)medical imaging, re-
mote sensing, or astronomy. In this article, we propose a preliminary study that
describes how two notions recently introduced for connected filtering, namely
component-graphs (that extend component-trees from a spectral point of view)
and shaping (that extend component-trees from a conceptual point of view) can
be associated for the effective processing of multivalued images. Structural, algo-
rithmic and experimental developments are proposed. This study opens the way
to new paradigms for connected filtering based on hierarchies.
Keywords: Connected filtering, morphological hierarchies, component-graph,
component-tree, shaping, multivalued images, medical imaging.
1 Introduction
Connected operators have been intensively studied for the last twenty years in the
framework of mathematical morphology [1]. In this context, operators based on hierar-
chical image models (i.e., trees) have been the object of several structural, algorithmic
and methodological developments [2], in order to tackle specific issues associated to
various application fields.
In the meantime, mathematical morphology – first defined on binary, and then on
grey-level images [3] – progressively extended its framework and tools to the case of
multivalued images [4], with a strong focus on colour imaging, but also with contribu-
tions in label, multimodal, multi- and hyperspectral imaging.
At the convergence of both issues, a question naturally arises: How can we perform
connected filtering on multivalued images based on morphological hierarchies? Two
principal answers were given to this question. The first defined morphological trees by
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considering a simplifying metric (e.g., a saliency measure for hierarchical watersheds
[5], a merging order for partition trees [6,7], or via hyperconnections [8]) in their con-
struction process. The second simplified the multivalued space of images a priori, to
retrieve tractable totally ordered values, e.g., by marginal or vectorial policies [4].
The latter strategy allows us to rely on morphological trees specifically designed for
grey-level images, namely component-trees [9] and trees of shapes [10]. The simplifi-
cation of multivalued space however induces a loss of information. To cope with this
problem, efforts were conducted to extend these data-structures to such complex spaces.
Nevertheless, preserving a tree structure still requires a final simplification [11], or re-
strictive constraints on the value space [12]. Indeed, a true extension of such hierarchies
to multivalued spaces necessarily leads to a data-structure that is no longer a tree, but a
directed acyclic graph. This is in particular the case for the notion of component-graph
[13], that extends the component-tree.
The higher richness and structural complexity of the component-graph, with respect
to the component-tree, induces algorithmic issues when considering the classical anti-
extensive filtering process developed in [9,14]. This is in particular the case for handling
the spatial complexity [15], pruning policies and image reconstruction [16].
Recently, a new notion of shaping [17] was introduced as an efficient way to im-
prove the framework of anti-extensive filtering of [9,14], by considering a two-layer
component-tree for grey-level image processing [18,19].
The key-idea of this article is to consider that the paradigm of shaping can be used
not only to build a tree on a tree, but also a tree on a graph. This may allow us to asso-
ciate the shaping and component-graph in a common framework that takes advantage of
both notions, for developing connected operators on multivalued images. Beyond this
simple idea, some practical issues remain to be dealt with.
After briefly summarizing recent works on component-trees, in Section 2, we de-
fine the minimal set of definitions required to make this article self-contained. To this
end, Section 3 describes the notions of component-tree and component-graph in a uni-
fied graph-based formalism. Section 4 discusses the principal advantages and issues
raised by coupling shaping and component-graph, for applications on multivalued im-
ages. Then, Section 5 proposes some algorithmic solutions to handle node selection
and the two steps of reconstruction. An illustration in the field of 3D medical imaging
is proposed in Section 6, in order to show the potentiality of this approach. A discus-
sion concludes this article in Section 7, by emphasising the various ways to develop this
framework, by extension to other kinds of hierarchies or to richer attribute spaces.
2 Related Work on Component-Trees
The component-tree is a compact, information lossless, hierarchical model for grey-
level images. Indeed, it can represent an image in a mixed spatial / spectral space where
basic operations can be interpreted in terms of image processing. In particular, filtering
and segmentation [9,14,20] can easily be carried out by simply selecting nodes, leading
to connected operators. The versatility of the component-tree structure also has led to
many other image applications, such as retrieval [21], classification [22], visualisation
[23], or document binarisation [24].
The efficiency of the component-tree first relies on its low computation cost. In this
context, many efforts were conducted to build component-trees in quasi-linear time,
in sequential [9,25] and distributed ways [26]. (The reader is refered to [27] for a re-
cent survey.) The success of component-trees also relies on the development of efficient
algorithmic processes for node selection. To cope with filtering and segmentation is-
sues, two main approaches were developed. The first consists of minimizing an energy
globally defined over the tree nodes, leading to define an optimal cut [28], that can
be interpreted as a segmentation of the underlying image. This approach is the basis
for carrying interactive segmentation [29]. The second consists of determining locally
the nodes that should be preserved or discarded, based on attribute values [30]. This
approach is formalized as an anti-extensive filtering framework [9,14] – recalled in
Section 4 – that constitutes the methodological basis of the present work.
The two main limitations of the component-tree are (1) structural: it is heavily con-
strained by the topological structure of the image; and (2) spectral: it is limited to grey-
level (i.e., totally ordered) value images. Structural extensions of the component-tree
have been proposed in [31] to deal with ordered families of connectivities, leading to
component-hypertrees, and in [32] to handle images defined as valued directed graphs,
leading to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) structured over a tree. Spectral extensions
were first considered by exploring marginal approaches for colour image handling [33].
Then, actual extensions of component-trees to partially-ordered value images were pi-
oneered in [34] and further formalized in [13]. Except in specific cases where the val-
ues are themselves hierarchically organized [12], the induced data-structure, namely a
component-graph, is no longer a tree, but a DAG. The antiextensive framework pro-
posed for component-tree filtering remains valid in theory, but algorithmic issues have
to be dealt with both for node selection and image reconstruction [15,16].
3 Background Notions
We now recall some basic notions on graphs. They will allow us to describe the compo-
nent-trees and component-graphs in a simple and unified formalism, and to discuss, in
Sections 4 and 5, how to carry out shaping on component-graphs to handle multivalued
images.
3.1 Vertex-Valued Graphs
A graphG is a couple (Γ,a) where Γ is a nonempty finite set, anda is a binary relation
on Γ. The elements of Γ are called vertices. If two vertices x, y of Γ satisfy x a y, we
say that they are adjacent; any such couple (x, y) is called an edge. A subgraph G′ of G
is a graph (Γ′,a) such that Γ′ is a subset of Γ, equipped with the restriction of a to Γ′.
We consider irreflexive graphs, i.e., we never have x a x. We also consider non-
directed graphs, i.e., x a y⇔ y a x; the edges (x, y) and (y, x) are then the same.
InG, a path between two vertices x and y is defined as a sequence of distinct vertices
of G from x to y such that any two successive vertices are adjacent. If this path exists
and is unique for any two vertices of the graph, then the graph is a tree. The connected
components of G are the maximal sets of vertices that can be linked by a path. The set
of all these connected components is noted C[G]; it is a partition of Γ.
Let F : Γ → V be a function such that V is canonically equipped with an order
relation ≤. The triple (G,V,F ) is called a (vertex-)valued graph. We now define the
notions of component-tree and component-graph based on this notion of valued graph.
3.2 Component-Tree [9]
Let (G,V,F ) be a valued graph. We assume that ≤ is a total order on V, and that G is
connected, i.e., C[G] = {Γ} contains a unique connected component. Since Γ is finite,
so is the set F (Γ) = {F (x) | x ∈ Γ} ⊆ V. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
V = F (Γ) and is then finite. In particular, (V,≤) admits a minimum, noted ⊥.
For any v ∈ V, we define the threshold set Γv = {x ∈ Γ | v ≤ F (x)}. Any such
threshold set induces a subgraph Gv = (Γv,a) of G. For any v, v′ ∈ V we have v ≤
v′ ⇔ Γv′ ⊆ Γv. In addition, for any connected component Xv′ of C[Gv′ ], there exists a
(unique) connected component Xv of C[Gv] such that Xv′ ⊆ Xv.
The component-tree of (G,V,F ), noted CT, is the Hasse diagram of the partially
ordered set (Ψ,⊆), where Ψ = ⋃v∈V C[Gv] is the set of all the connected components of
the subgraphs Gv obtained by successive thresholdings of G.
As suggested by its denomination, the component-tree has a tree structure. Its ver-
tices are also called nodes. Among them, the largest is the maximum for the Hasse
diagram, namely the set Γ, obtained as the unique connected component of G = G⊥; it
is the root of the tree. On the opposite side, the leaves are the minimal elements of the
Hasse diagram, i.e., the nodes of Ψ that do not strictly include any other nodes.
For image processing purposes, each node of CT generally stores a value: either an
energy (for global optimization) or an attribute (for local selection); this value is most
often real. In both cases, this valuation is modeled by a function V : Ψ → R. In other
words, such enriched component-tree can be interpreted as a valued graph (CT,R,V).
3.3 Component-Graph [13]
Let (G,V,F ) be a valued graph. We still assume that V = F (Γ) is finite and that (V,≤)
admits a minimum, noted ⊥. The graph G also remains connected, but we no longer
assume that ≤ is a total order on V.
We extend the notion of connected component in the following way: for any X ∈
C[Gv], the couple K = (X, v) is called a valued connected component. We note Θ =⋃
v∈V C[Gv] × {v} the set of all valued connected components of G, with respect to its
successive thresholds. From the order relation ≤ and the inclusion relation ⊆, we define1
the order relation E on Θ as (X1, v1) E (X2, v2) ⇔ (X1 ⊂ X2) ∨ (X1 = X2 ∧ v2 ≤ v1),
which intuitively mixes the inclusion and value orders in a lexicographic way.
1 Practically, when ≤ is a total order, the component-graph and the component-tree are isomor-
phic. Consequently, it would make sense to also consider the valued connected components
and the order E for building the component-tree, as the threshold value that leads to the gen-
eration of a connected component is useful for image modeling and reconstruction, see Equa-
tion (1).
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Fig. 1. (a) The Hasse diagram of the ordered set (V,≤), where V ⊂ N2 is equipped with the
canonical order relation ≤. For the sake of readability, each value ofV is associated to an arbitrary
colour. (b) A multivalued image, viewed as a valued graph (G,V,F ) where G is a part of Z2
equipped with the standard 4-adjacency relation. (c) The component-graph CG associated to
(G,V,F ). (d) A simplified version of the component-graph (see Section 5). Second and third
rows: thresholded images obtained from (b). Each (valued) connected component is represented
by a letter: A, B, C, etc. The same letters identify these components in (c,d).
The component-graph CG of the valued graph (G,V,F ) is the Hasse diagram of
the partially ordered set (Θ,E) (Figure 1). It does not necessarily have a tree structure.
This derives from the fact that two connected components can meet without inclusion.
The component-graph has a largest node that is the maximum for the Hasse diagram,
namely the set Γ; it is the root of the graph. Its leaves are the minimal elements of the
Hasse diagram. The main difference is that several paths may exist between two nodes.
As for component-trees, each node of CG can contain an attribute value and this
valuation can also be interpreted as a function A : Θ → R. Then, such enriched
component-graph is also interpreted as a valued graph (CG,R,A).
4 Shape-Space Analysis of Multivalued Images: Concept
A (discrete) image is a mapping I from a finite spatial domain Ω to a value space V. To
develop connected operators, it is necessary to handle the structure of Ω, i.e., to know
the adjacency between its points, leading to a graph S. In addition, to develop mor-
phological hierarchies such as component-trees and component-graphs, it is required to
know the order ≤ on V. An image is then modeled as a valued graph (S,V,I).
4.1 Antiextensive Filtering With the Component-Tree
The component-tree and the component-graph are image lossless models. More pre-
cisely, the mapping I can be fully recovered from the (de)composition formula
I =
∨
(X,v)∈Θ
C(X,v) =
∨
X∈Ψ
C(X,v) (1)
where C(X,v) : Ω→ V is the cylinder function of support X and value v, that maps x ∈ X
onto v and x < X onto ⊥.
In the case of component-trees (i.e., for grey-level images, i.e., when ≤ is a total
order), this formula leads to a well-defined image for Ψ , but also for any subset Ψ̂ ⊆ Ψ .
This consideration led to the proposal of an anti-extensive filtering framework [9,14]
that basically consists of three successive steps:
(i) construction of the component-tree CT associated to the image;
(ii) reduction of the component-tree by selection of nodes Ψ̂ ⊆ Ψ ; and
(iii) reconstruction of the result image Î ≤ I from the reduced component-tree ĈT.
Step (i) is carried out from a wide range of available component-tree construction
methods, while Step (iii) is straightforward from Equation (1). The core of the process
is Step (ii) that is dealt with by considering attribute values carried by each node of
the component-tree, namely the valuation V : Ψ → R, that guides the decision of
preserving or discarding a node (together with pruning policies whenever V is not
increasing, see [9,14]).
4.2 Coupling Shaping and Component-Graphs
Anti-extensive filtering with the component-graph On the one hand, we can extend
the above anti-extensive filtering approach to images taking their values in any value
space V, without the assumption that ≤ is a total order. Instead of a component-tree, we
then have to consider a component-graph. This allows us to process any image in the
same framework as initially proposed in [9,14]. Nevertheless, it raises two difficulties:
Step (ii) is now more complex, as the standard pruning policies have to be adapted for
dealing with non-linear bottom-up or top-down node parsing; and Step (iii) can be an
ill-posed problem, depending on the nature of the order ≤ and the preserved nodes Θ̂.
Anti-extensive filtering in the shape-space [17] On the other hand, the paradigm
of shaping proposes to perform anti-extensive filtering based on a double layer of
component-trees, i.e., on the component-tree of the component-tree of the image. The
inner component-tree is seen as an image whose points are the nodes, and grey-level
values are the attributes. It is then possible to process any grey-level image in the frame-
work initially proposed in [9,14], by performing node selection in a data-structure that
is no longer defined at the image level, but at a higher semantic level. This allows us
also to define increasing attribute values on the outer component-tree, and to perform
real-time, threshold-based node selection. The main limitation of this framework is that
it considers a tree as intermediate data-structure, thus limiting its use to grey-level im-
ages.
From “a tree on a tree” to “a tree on a graph” The formalism of valued graphs sheds
light on the common structure of images, component-trees and component-graphs. As
a side effect, it emphasises the fact that the inner layer of shape-space filtering only
requires a graph, and not necessarily a tree. The cornerstone of this work is to consider
that the initial shaping paradigm of a “tree on a tree”, can be generalised to a “tree
on a graph”. This simple idea, summarized by Diagram (2), allows us – in theory – to
process any image via a shape-based filtering.
(S,V,I) (i)−−−−−→ (CG,R,A) (i)−−−−−→ (CT,R,V)y y(ii)
(S,V, Î) (iii)←−−−−− (ĈG,R,A|Θ̂)
(iii)←−−−−− (ĈT,R,V|Ψ̂ )
(2)
Based on the above remarks, this approach has the following virtues:
– it avoids the complex selection of nodes directly in the component-graph, since this
task is indirectly carried out on the outer-layer component-tree;
– it extends the initial shaping approach beyond grey-level images;
– it inherits the good properties of shape-space filtering from increasing criteria.
Nevertheless, behind this simple idea, and its intrinsic advantages, some algorithmic
issues remain to be considered, in particular for the two reconstruction steps (iii), from
the component-tree to the component-graph, and then to the image. In Section 5, we
propose some solutions to these issues in the case of multivalued images, that are de-
fined as combinations of several grey-level images, opening the way to applications in
multimodal / multispectral imaging.
5 Shape-Space Analysis of Multivalued Images: Algorithmics
The formalism of component-graphs handles valued graphs (S,V,I) where ≤ can be
any order. We focus here on the case of multivalued images where V is composed of
k spectral bands Vi, each equipped with a total order. In particular, we consider the
canonical partial order ≤ on V defined by (vi)ki=1 ≤ (wi)ki=1 ⇔ ∀i ∈ [1, k], vi ≤ wi.
Component-graph construction In [13], several variants of component-graphs were
introduced, in particular to simplify CG by considering smaller subsets of Θ. In the first
part of Step (i), that builds CG from (S,V,I), we chose to consider the lightest version
of component-graph (Figure 1(d)), i.e., the one that represents only the nodes which
actually contribute to the construction of the image according to Equation (1), defined
as Θ¨ = {(X, v) ∈ Θ | ∃x ∈ X, v = F (x)}. (For the sake of simplicity, we will now note Θ¨
as Θ.) This choice is motivated by the fact that such component-graphs are sufficient to
process images defined in the above value space. From a complexity point of view, its
construction has a lower time cost compared to the other variants of component-graphs.
Moreover, its spatial complexity is in the same order as that of the initial image support
Ω. The component-graph CG is built from the algorithm proposed in [15].
Component-graph valuation At this stage, an attribute can be associated to each node
of Θ, in the component-graph CG. We chose to consider here an attribute taking its
values in R, namely a set where all values are comparable. While alternative choices
are possible (see Section 7), we assume here that a valuation A : Θ → R is indeed
sufficient to accurately filter the nodes, while authorising the design of a tree structure
at the second layer. The criteria potentially modeled byA for each node K = (X, v) ∈ Θ
can depend on: (1) spectral properties (then, we practically have A : V → R); (2)
geometric properties (then, we practically have A : 2Ω → R); (3) structural properties
(then, A(K) depends on the relationships of K within CG); or a combination of some
of these three classes. The structure of the chosen version of CG is relatively light, and
a criterion of type (3) would be weakly relevant. For building the component-tree of the
outer layer, only geometric criteria are considered here. This choice is coherent with the
paradigm of shaping, and also motivated by the fact that the spectral handling of images
can be carried out at the inner layer, either before or after the shaping stage.
Component-tree construction and pruning From the valued graph (CG,R,A) as-
sociated to the component-graph, a shape-based component-tree can now be defined.
Assuming that the relevant values of A are the highest, two policies can be considered
to build CT: either as a min-tree or a max-tree. In the first case, the nodes of interest
will be located near the root; in the second, they will be located near the leaves. We
chose here to consider the max-tree case, that allowed us to select the relevant nodes
by only preserving the distal parts, i.e., the branches of the tree. Practically, each node
Y ∈ Ψ of the component-tree CT is a connected component gathering nodes of a sub-
graph of CG, for a given threshold value with respect to A. This threshold value then
constitutes the valuation of this node, and thus definesV. Following the above criteria
classification, the valuation V – that is however directly obtained from a valuation of
class (2) – is now a valuation of class (1) in the shape-space. In addition, it defines a
monotonic (here, decreasing) criterion, allowing for an easy selection by thresholding,
and avoiding the use of any specific pruning policies.
Component-graph filtering A “standard” component-tree – defined from a grey-level
image – contains nodes which represent connected components of points of the image,
obtained at a given threshold value. In contrast, the component-tree CT defined at the
outer layer of the shape-space model – defined from the valued graph (CG,R,A) –
contains nodes that are connected components of Θ which are themselves connected
components of Ω. Such node Y ∈ Ψ is then defined as a set {Ki = (Xi, vi)}ki=1 ⊆ Θ, with
k ≥ 1. Each node Ki ∈ Y is either included in another node K j ∈ Y , or is a maximal
element in Y with respect to the E relation. When dealing with geometric criteria, only
these latter nodes, that contribute to define the support
⋃k
i=1 Xi of Y in Ω are of actual
interest. In other words, if Y is preserved in Ψ̂ , only these nodes should be preserved,
both spatially and spectrally in the filtered image. We note Ŷ ⊆ Y the subset of Y formed
by such nodes. The other nodes of Y are not taken into account; however, this is not a
problem, as any node K ∈ Θ belongs to Ŷ for at least one Y ∈ Ψ . Consequently, it
may be preserved based on the chosen geometric criterion, via this node. The main
difference between the initially proposed shaping paradigm (“a tree on a tree”) and the
present one (“a tree on a graph”), is that the first defines any Ŷ as a singleton set {K},
while the second can now associate several – overlapping – nodes of Θ into a same Ŷ ,
since some values of V may be non-comparable.
Image filtering As we deal with multivalued images, the space (V,≤) is structured as
a lattice. Based on this hypothesis, two strategies can be used to reconstruct the filtered
image Î. The first – that considers each band of V with a same degree of relevance –
consists of assigning the value v – defined as the infimum of all the vi – to the reduced
node Ŷ , associated to each node Y ∈ Ψ̂ and thus to each node Ki = (Xi, vi) ∈ Ŷ .
This policy is justified by the fact that the node Y has been preserved with respect to
a geometrical attribute computed for the union of all the supports Xi of the Ki; in such
conditions, the least common threshold value associated to all these nodes should be
considered. However, a given node K ∈ Θ may belong to Ŷ j, for several nodes Y j ∈ Ψ̂ .
In that case, the value assigned to K should be defined as the supremum of all these
values. This policy is justified by the fact that a node Y ∈ Ψ , defined as the union of
several nodes ofΘ, should not lose its geometry in the filtered image. The reconstruction
of the filtered image can then be formalized as follows.
Î =
∨
Y∈Ψ̂
C(⋃(X,v)∈Ŷ X,∧(X,v)∈Ŷ v) (3)
The second strategy – that gives priority to one or several given band(s) versus others
– consists of applying the first strategy on a strict subspace of V that corresponds to
specific spectral bands. In the case where only one band is considered, the reconstructed
image is a grey-level one, and the supremum and infimum on V considered above are
simply replaced by the maximum and minimum in the considered band.
6 Application Example: PET / CT Image Filtering
Component-trees have been involved in the development of various tools devoted to
process 3D medical images where the structures of interest have locally extremal values.
This is the case for angiographic imaging [35,36] where high signal corresponds to
flowing blood, and nuclear imaging [19] where it corresponds to high metabolic (often
tumoral) activity. We illustrate the potential usefulness of our framework in this latter
application field, by filtering coupled Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and X-
ray Computed Tomography (CT) images. These experiments remain to be clinically
confirmed. As a consequence, they only constitute an illustrative proof of concept for
our framework, and not an actual medical image analysis tool.
PET images (Figure 2(a)) showing metabolic activity, are classically associated to
morphological CT images (Figure 2(b)) for visualizing the anatomy. Such coupled im-
ages provide complementary information. It is pertinent to process them as a unique
bivalued image in order to more accurately extract the lesions and their activity.
In contrast to PET images, where the canonical order ≤ on R captures the seman-
tics of metabolic activity, this order is – partially – meaningless with respect to the
Hounsfield scale in CT. Consequently, we apply a non-injective mapping on CT im-
ages, in order to associate the lowest values to tissues of extremal (low, e.g., water and
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Coupled CT (a) and PET (b) images. (b) Ground-truth of the lesions, in purple. (c) Multi-
valued shape-based filtering from (a+b), visualized in the PET value space.
blood; and high, e.g., bones) intensities. The order ≤ on R for the resulting image as-
sociates the least values in the CT data to tissues which are more likely to induce false
positives in PET.
The value space is subsampled to 256 values for both PET and CT, leading to a
space V of 65536 distinct values. The criterion considered for filtering is the compact-
ness factor [19] defined as the ratio between the extremal eigenvalues of the matrix of
inertia. The filtered image is reconstructed in V, following the first proposed policy, see
Equation (3). Results of the process are exemplified in Figure 2(c), emphasising a good
discrimination of lesions versus false positives, and a satisfactory spatial accuracy.
7 Conclusion
By coupling the two recently introduced notions of shaping and component-graph, this
work opens the way to the development of new connected operators based on morpho-
logical hierarchies, and devoted to process images taking their values in rich spaces.
The conceptual and algorithmic results presented here for handling multivalued images,
constitute a first step toward such developments.
This preliminary study dealt with scalar attributes on the component-graph. Con-
sidering vectorial attributes [37] may enrich the potential of this framework, with the
counterpart of having to cope with a component-graph at the outer layer, leading to “a
graph on a tree” for grey-level imaging, and “a graph on a graph” in the most general
cases.
Another limitation was to consider images where each value band was equipped
with a “natural” or “semantic” order. A way to partially relax this constraint could be to
merge component-trees and trees of shapes, to use the optimal data-structure according
to the putative availability of an order for each value subspace. Recent extensions of the
trees of shapes to multivalued images [11] – actually connected to the component-graph
paradigm – may constitute a sound basis for such an approach.
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